NOBEL AND THE PEACE MOVEMENT
languages I often have occasion to use. But one must ignore
minor difficulties." This letter, the rough draft of which is amongst
Nobel's papers, appears to have been written in October, 1892,
In July, 1892 Nobel had promised Aristarchi Bey to help him if
possible, and at the end of August the Peace Congress at Berne
reminded Tiim of the difficulties of the Turkish diplomat. He
telegraphed to ask whether Aristarchi Bey were still free,
saying : " In that case I might have a suggestion to make which
would suit you/' On Aristarchi replying that he was available, he
received from Nobel a letter dated 5th September which is highly
illuminating with regard to Nobel's attitude to the Peace question.
" I had occasion/' Nobel wrote, " while passing through Berne,
to take note of the work of the Peace Congress which was sitting
there. I was astonished no less by the rapidly increasing number
of able and serious members than by the ridiculous efforts made by
gasbags which must spoil the best cause. To demand disarmament
or unconditional arbitration is, in the present state of mind.of the
persons in power, to incur the responsibility of putting forward
ridiculous proposals which cannot be of the slightest use to anyone*
But all established governments without exception have a common
interest in ensuring themselves against such wars as are from time
to time incited by adventurers of the Boulanger type, and if it
were possible to find some formula which would make it possible to
reduce their number it is probable that most governments would
subscribe to it fairly whole-heartedly. I have been wondering why
the rules governing a duel between individuals should not be
applied to a duel between peoples. Seconds would be appointed
with the duty of making a preliminary enquiry as to whether
sufficiently serious grounds existed to justify a fight. Such a
preliminary enquiry would not prevent the two nations from going
to- war, but who, under such conditions, would be prepared to
invite the odium resulting from such action, and to incur the
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